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I acknowledge that I have read, understand and agree to the terms of the Fast Intentions Inc.
Purchase Disclaimer. Click here for more details. Note: This cat back exhaust system is not
compatible with the G35 sedan. Our cat back exhaust system will enhance the sound that Infiniti
created from the factory by making it deeper, smoother, and louder. Built as a direct OEM
replacement, our exhaust system is easy to install with simple hand tools; no cutting or welding
required. The exhaust note is unobtrusive at idle and cruising speeds; but comes to life at wide
open throttle. With the addition of our cat back exhaust system you will improve the aesthetics
of your vehicle with its sporty and classy appearance. Welcome visitor you can Create an
account or Login. Shopping Cart: 0 item s. FAST Direct OEM replacement; no cutting or welding
required. Optional 2. Recommended for cars with forced induction 5" x 9" oval, 14" long
polished stainless steel perforated core mufflers. All flanges are bright nickel plated to eliminate
potential corrosion. All flange connection points are precision Tig welded around the outside.
The inside is sanded down and port-n-polished for a smooth exhaust flow. This process
reduces exhaust turbulence at the flange connection points. Non resonated, 12" or 18" stainless
steel perforated core resonators within the X Pipe. Resonators reduce interior noise without
hindering performance. Limited 3 year warranty on all welds, craftsmanship, mufflers and tips.
Compatible on Left and Right Hand Drive vehicles. Not compatible with the Infiniti G35 Sedan.
Gaskets, hardware and installation instructions are included. Hand built in the USA. Refining the
factory exhaust note by increasing depth and volume. Once your order is placed, you will
receive an invoice with your estimated shipping date. Note: The lead time may fluctuate less
than 10 or greater than 12 weeks based on order volume. California customers are subject to
sales tax. Customers outside the continental U. Image s shown may not reflect actual product.
All Rights Reserved. Online Payment System. The sedan ceased production in and the coupe
remained until , when Nissan replaced it with the G The G35 and G35s feature the same output
and engine displacement, but differ in transmission choices and suspension systems to provide
each vehicle a distinct driving experience. The G series originated as an entry-level luxury car.
The G35 was the third generation of G series cars. Infiniti offered the G35 as a coupe or sedan,
with a hardtop coupe arriving with the fourth-generation G Infiniti produced the G35 in five trim
levels: the base G35, G35 Journey, the all-wheel drive G35x, the G35 Sport and the G35 Sport
equipped with a six-speed manual transmission. The Sport models featured the G35s
designation. All G35 models received a makeover for the model year that featured a sportier
instrument panel with backlit gauges and aluminum trim throughout the cockpit. Rosewood trim
was offered as an option. Standard equipment in the interior included a six-disc, in-dash CD
audio system and MP3 playback. Brembo brakes were featured on pre models, but they
disappeared in favor of redesigned larger all-wheel disc brakes and beefier calipers to reduce
premature wear. The G35s had magnesium paddle shifters as standard equipment for models
equipped with a shiftable automatic. The G35s also received drilled aluminum pedals,
leather-stitched sport steering wheel and power-adjusted sport seats with thigh extensions. The
G35s also got a different front fascia and optional rear spoiler. The G35 and G35s featured a 3.
The G35 matched the engine with a five-speed automatic transmission, while the G35s offered a
choice of a shiftable automatic or six-speed manual transmission. The shiftable automatic
transmission had paddle shifters, while the six-speed manual on the G35s had a floor-mounted
shifter housed in the center console. The G35 rested on a conventional suspension system:
double wishbone front and multi-link rear suspension system with front and rear stabilizer bars.
However, the G35s came with a sport-tuned package as standard equipment with the six-speed
manual version. The package featured a viscous limited slip differential, four-wheel active steer
system and a sport-tuned electronic stability system. All G35 models sat on a Driving
impressions differ in handling, not speed. The G35 and G35s could go from 0 to 60 mph in 5.
The G35s four-wheel active steer system and a 40 percent stiffer suspension system than the
standard G35 gave the G35s an ultra-firm ride that could be hard on the backside in
long-distance driving. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and
editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to
covering the Middle East. G35 vs. G35s by Rob Wagner. Power and Suspension The G35 and
G35s featured a 3. Driveability Driving impressions differ in handling, not speed. Arriving on
Sunday early morning we completed the check up, tech, registration and temperature was rising
to 77 degrees right before our first session. During the first time attack session, our Z was able
to keep the oil temperature just about F through out the whole session at around 82 degree
ambient temperature. We saw many M3, STi and highly modified cars forced to pit after the 2nd
lap. Despite the high heat, we managed to finish the full session and oil temperature reached F
right before the checker flag. We were amazed that a supercharged z was able to last the full
session in this harsh environment. Rob and his crew at Z Car Garage have done an amazing job
again keeping our time attack Z alive! Below is the video in one of the session Count how many

super cars we have passed :. You might recognize this sharp Z from its great power gains with
the Stillen exhaust system and Berk high-flow catalytic converters. Keep an eye on the blog for
more install updates and you can count on some dyno action too as this boosted makes some
serious power! Normally when customers come to us to upgrade their cars we start off small
with an intake or an exhaust system and slowly progress to suspension and brake upgrades
until we arrive at a need for forced induction. This time it was the exact opposite. Needless to
say we were happy to oblige. The kit comes complete with everything from the upgraded fuel
pump, supercharger, piggyback computer, the works. The installation was performed flawlessly
by Josh here at ZCG and we were on the dyno in no time. Looking at the graph you can see that
this car made awesome numbers for having stock exhaust, catalytic converters, and a full stock
exhaust system. There is so much more power potential with this car after a full exhaust system
is fitted and a custom tune is done. This car came to the shop a couple of weeks ago with the
normal bolt-on mods and a shiny set of wheels to roll down the street with style. This
convertible with an automatic transmission entered our doorway with a Stillen cat-back exhaust
system, Kinteix Velocity Manifold plenum, and a few other nice dress up pieces. Then came the
time to add some real power!!! The basis of any real power addition with a VQ based drivetrain
really needs to come by way of forced induction. For this reason a Vortech supercharger kit was
ordered as a starting point in this build. After the top half of the engine was taken apart and
reassembled with the new bump sticks all of the new exterior power-adders were installed. This
car features the recently improved Kinetix Velocity Manifold and accompanying intake cover,
and the new look with the supercharger left us wanting a bit more under hood bite, visually. The
decision was made to paint the engine cover to match the battery and brake master covers and
off to paint it went! This car needed big brakes. We knew it, the owner knew it, it had to be. Rob
made a call down to our good friends at StopTech Brakes to secure a four-wheel Big Brake Kit
for the next day, and guess whatâ€¦ it was just what the doctor ordered. The color-matched
plenum cover went back on and the build was complete. From the dyno sheet you can see that
the power gains are very impressive for a VQ35DE with an automatic transmission. Anyways,
you can see the power is still climbing on the graph but the Nissan nannies step it to limit the
fun at just under 6,rpm. We want this car to be enjoyed for as long as possible. With the car now
complete it was given a full detail before the owner came down one last time to take delivery.
This time he brought his son and a few of his friends to enjoy the occasion. With all the test
rides he gave that afternoon there is not a doubt in my mind that we will be seeing him for a set
of rear tires very soon. Enjoy the Z my friends, you have done well. The blower assembly in this
project was a sealed unit from Vortech which means that all the fluid required to lubricate the
supercharger is self-contained and does not use the engine oil what-so-ever. This reduces the
install hassle greatly on a Z and there seems to be no performance difference. The only
annoyance with this setup is that you now have to change the supercharger oil separately from
the engine oil every 7, miles. The normal Vortech kits use engine oil for lubrication so you end
up servicing the supercharger every 3, miles when you do a standard oil change. We also
installed gauges to monitor the engine vitals and one of our custom ZCG oil cooler systems to
keep things in check. The car has a few other bolt on modifications such as an Apexi exhaust,
upper intake plenum, etc. He had an ear to ear grin and kept saying to himself that he needed to
be careful while he adjusted to the new power. This car is pristine in
yamaha raptor 660 wiring diagram
volvo s90 manual
2005 ford freestyle fuel pump
side and out and out and has enough one-off modifications to make your pocket book wince.
The engine let go awhile back due to an ignition system failure and over the past few months we
have been building the power plant that this car deserves. The old engine made over wheel
horsepower and the new engine should make a decent improvement over that. The interior parts
that we have been waiting to get back from the dye shop were picked up last week and they
came out great!! We are planning on clearing part of our week out to focus a generous amount
of our attention on finishing this car for good. Shop Talk for Z-Car enthusiasts! Boost is Better!
Comments Off on Boost is Better! Tags: Vortech G35 , Vortech supercharger. Wicked From the
dyno sheet you can see that the power gains are very impressive for a VQ35DE with an
automatic transmission. And last but certainly not least is the Red zx restorationâ€¦. Tags: zx
Twin Turbo build , Red x restoration , Vortech supercharger. Recent Comments.

